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Passive acoustic monitoring is the method of choice to detect whales and dolphins that are acoustically
active and to monitor their underwater behavior. The NATO Science and Technology Organization
Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation has recently implemented a compact passive
acoustic monitor (CPAM), consisting of three arrays of two hydrophones each that are combined in a
fixed three-dimensional arrangement and that may be towed at depths of more than 100 m. With its volumetric configuration, the CPAM is capable of estimating the three-dimensional direction vector of
arriving sounds and under certain conditions on relative geometry between the whale and hydrophone
array, the CPAM may also estimate the range to echolocating animals. Basic ranging methods assume
constant sound speed and apply straightforward geometry to obtain depth and distance to the sound
source. Alternatively, ray-tracing based methods may be employed to integrate the information provided by real sound speed profiles. Both ranging methods combine measurements of sound arrival
angles and surface reflection delays and are easily implemented in real-time applications, whereby one
could promote the ray-tracing approach as the preferred method because it may integrate real sound
C 2013 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4817892]
speed profiles. V

NURC and SACLANCEN) and consequently, one of the
program objects is the development and assessment of passive acoustic detection and ranging tools of Cuvier’s beaked
whales. Localization of beaked whales is not only an important aspect if one is interested in mitigating adverse effects
of sound on cetaceans, but also if one wants simply to estimate their abundance (Buckland et al., 2001).
The performance of passive acoustic detection of
Cuvier’s beaked whales was analyzed by Zimmer et al.
(2008) and was found to be range limited due to the
increased attenuation of the ultra-sonic sounds (9.5 dB/km at
40 kHz) of the whales and the dependency on their detailed
behavior during foraging. In good environmental conditions,
acoustic activities of Cuvier’s beaked whales may be
detected with near certainty up to about 1 km, but detection
ranges beyond 5 km are very unlikely and require extremely
low ambient noise or special conditions in sound propagation. Complicating factors are the variability of the temporal
and spectral signal characteristics that are mostly due to the
varying orientation of the clicking animal and to voluntary
variation in sound source levels (Zimmer et al., 2008).
Estimating the actual range to clicking animals is a
pre-requisite for determining the detection function that is
fundamental for most ecological studies. There is a variety
of passive acoustic-based methods to obtain the range to an
animal, depending on the quality and quantity of measurements. Multi-hydrophone ranging may use spatially distributed hydrophones and estimates 2D and/or 3D location of
the sound source (Watkins and Schevill, 1977; Spiesberger
and Fristrup, 1990; Wahlberg et al., 2001; Ward et al., 2008;
Zimmer, 2011, p. 198ff). Towed arrays with closely spaced
hydrophones may be used to obtain source direction by
beamforming allowing limited ranging by sequential triangulation (e.g., Zimmer et al., 2003).

I. INTRODUCTION

Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) is increasingly used
by the scientific community to study, survey, and census marine mammals, especially cetaceans, some of which are easier to hear than to see. PAM is also requested to support
efforts to mitigate potential negative effects of human activities such as ship traffic, military and civilian sonar, and offshore exploration on cetaceans, particularly those species
that were found to react significantly to anthropogenic sound
(see, e.g., Simmonds and Lopez-Jurado, 1991; Frantzis,
1998, for sonar related beaked whale strandings).
PAM is a good technique for surveying and studying
cetaceans, not only because these animals frequently use
sound for their day-to-day activities, but also because acoustics is so far the only tool that allows the study of submerged
animals and that are therefore not visible to human observers. At the same time, PAM does not interfere with the animal’s behavior if properly implemented. Overall, PAM is
expected to improve the overall capability to monitor the
temporal and spatial behavior of cetaceans and therefore
their habitat usage (Barlow and Gisiner, 2006).
Beaked whales (family Ziphiidae) are deep divers and
for that reason rarely visible at the surface (Barlow, 1999)
while acoustically active when engaged in deep foraging
dives that may exceed 1000 m (Tyack et al., 2006). Because
of their apparent sensitivity to sonar type sound (Cox et al.,
2006; Tyack et al., 2011), beaked whales in general and
Cuvier’s beaked whales (Ziphius cavirostris, in short Zc) in
particular, are of interest for the Active Sonar Risk
Mitigation (ASRM) program at the NATO Centre for
Maritime Research and Experimentation (CMRE, formerly
a)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) CPAM triple towed array assembly.

using a compact 3-element two-dimensional array. Thode
(2004) used a towed tandem array consisting of two subarrays separated by 200 m towed in parallel with a second
standard bio-acoustic array to obtain three-dimensional
tracks of sperm whales. Hirotsu et al. (2010) used two fourhydrophone array systems to estimate the distance of sperm
whales by triangulations using the directions of the two
compact arrays. Wiggins et al. (2012) tracked beaked
whales with a four hydrophone small-aperture array (configured as a tetrahedron with approximately 0.5 -m sensor spacing) that was coupled to an autonomous acoustic recorder to
obtain swimming and diving behavioral information for freeranging animals using a single instrument. Compact volumetric arrays are also becoming valuable tools for bio-acoustic
analysis of cetacean sounds. For example, small fourhydrophone arrays were used to measure echolocation signals
by cetaceans, e.g., killer whales (Au et al., 2004), or from
free-ranging white-beaked dolphins (Rasmussen et al., 2002).
So far, compact volumetric arrays were used in mainly
stationary applications. Here an acoustic ranging technique
is presented that exploits the direction finding capability of a
small volumetric towed array, nominated compact passive
acoustic monitor (CPAM). This system was developed in
recent years at the CMRE and uses, in addition to the threedimensional source direction, the time delay of surface
reflections to determine range and depth of acoustic sources.
Ranging is implemented as straight forward geometric localization but also by means of ray-tracing to address the refraction of the sound rays in environments where the sound
speed varies as function of depth. The performances of both
ranging methods are compared and the differences discussed. Both methods are applied to real data that were collected by the CMRE during the 2011 Sirena11 cetacean
survey in the Ligurian Sea.

While the estimation algorithms are trivial, the hardware
and operational costs may be substantial. Multi-path ranging,
on the other hand, uses only a single hydrophone and
exploits the complex multi-path structure of the arriving
sound to estimate range and depth of the acoustically active
animal (Thode, 2004; Nosal and Frazer, 2006; Zimmer,
2011, p. 205ff). The advantages of reduced hardware
requirements are countered by the need of good knowledge
of the bathymetry between hydrophone and sound source. In
addition, any acoustic ranging method needs knowledge of
the sound speed between animal and receivers. A zeroth
order approximation assumes a constant sound speed (isovelocity), somewhere around 1500 m/s and with this assumption, all ranging calculus reduces to geometry. However,
such isovelocity conditions rarely exist in real oceans and
more complicated ranging procedures reflecting the anisotropy in sound speed should be considered for range estimation. Frequently, ray-trace acoustic propagation models are
used to integrate varying sound speeds into the ranging process (e.g., Thode, 2004; Nosal and Frazer, 2006; Tiemann
et al., 2006). This approach typically determines the
received sound time series as a function of varying sound
locations and determines the best sound locations by the best
fit between modeled and measured data, i.e., where the
measurement-model mismatch becomes minimal.
Traditional cetacean research uses line arrays that have
one significant limitation, as the obtained directions are not
unique with regard to rotational symmetry of line arrays. To
overcome this drawback, one must distribute the hydrophones in two or three dimensions resulting in different possibilities to implement an array. Watkins and Schevill (1977)
deployed from a drifting boat a three-dimensional array with
a hydrophone separation of 30 m to track sperm whales.
Clark (1980) obtained the direction to southern right whales
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II. THEORY

relevant event was declared if for a given period at least one
detection occurred per hydrophone channel. This period was
chosen to cover twice the maximal delay that could be measured across the array to allow arbitrary arrival angles. This
procedure resulted in a significant reduction of false alarms,
as false detections in individual hydrophones were ignored.
For the presented ranging methods, two types of delay
measurements were needed: First, an intra-array delay for
the same acoustic event to determine the angle of arrival,
and second, an inter-detection delay between sound arrivals
of a direct and surface-reflected path to estimate the range of
the sound source.

The present ranging technique was developed to exploit
all the capabilities of the CMRE’s compact passive acoustic
monitoring (CPAM) system (Fig. 1). The CPAM features 3
towed arrays in volumetric configuration but with fixed geometry. Each array carries 2 hydrophones that are separated
by 1 m and a tilt compensated digital compass. The three
arrays are separated by 96 cm. The hydrophones are sampled
at 192 kHz, and the digital compass that includes a pressure
sensor of the top array was used to determine the orientation
and depth of the CPAM arrays. The digital compass was
sampled at 5 Hz providing pitch, roll, and heading with a
nominal accuracy of 1 . The depth sensor was a Kulite 25
BARA pressure sensor and was also sampled at 5 Hz, but
with 24 bit resolution.
Ranging with a compact volumetric array consists of
two steps: First, the direction of an acoustic source is determined; second, the range is estimated by means of the delay
of the surface reflection.
Figure 2 presents an example of a Zc click (Zimmer
et al., 2005) as received with the CPAM. Both, the direct arrival (left side of Fig. 2) and the surface reflected arrival
(right side of Fig. 2) are shown. The top two hydrophones
are located in the top array and it is therefore clear that the
direct arrival at the CPAM arrives from below (click on
hydrophone 5 trails the ones on hydrophones 1 and 3) and
the surface reflection arrives from above (click on hydrophone 5 is before the ones on hydrophones 1 and 3). The surface reflected click is significantly longer than the direct
arriving click, indicating an extended interaction with the
surface as the result of sea surface roughness and multiple
reflection points.
As the present work deals with localization of cetaceans,
the detection process is only briefly described. The hydrophone data were first matched filtered with a synthetic Zc
replica and passed through a Page-test detector (Page, 1954;
Zimmer, 2011, p. 133ff). Any detector that provides start
time of an acoustic signal would be appropriate (e.g.,
Zimmer, 2011, p. 119ff). For this work, an acoustically

A. Direction finding

The direction of the sound source is here estimated by
determining for the same signal the relative delays between
the different hydrophones and by considering the well
known relation between measured delays and the direction
vector of the sound source (e.g., Zimmer, 2011, p. 212f).
The sound direction ^s is estimated by (Zimmer, 2011,
p. 215)
^s¼cMðD0 DT0 Þ1 D0 ðdsÞ;

(1)

where
1
0
d1x d1y
ds1
sx
B ds2 C
B
T
C
B d2x d2y
^s ¼ @ sy A; ds ¼ B
@ ⯗ A; D0 ¼ @ ⯗
⯗
sz
dNx dNy
dsN
0

1

0

1
d1z
d2z C
C
⯗ A
dNz
(2)

and M is the three-dimensional rotation matrix of the volumetric array; c is the sound speed between the hydrophones.
The arrival angles azimuth u and elevation # of the
sound are finally estimated by solving
tan u ¼

sy
sx

(3)

and
sin # ¼ sz

(4)

or alternatively
sz
:
tan # ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
s x þ sx 2

(5)

As the azimuth angles may vary from 180 to 180 ,
the solutions of Eq. (3) require the usual care for sx < 0, i.e.,
by using the four-quadrant inverse tangent. The minus sign
in Eq. (3) is simply due to the convention that positive azimuth is measured toward starboard. Equation (5) is preferred
to Eq. (4), because, similar to Eq. (3), also Eq. (5) is insensitive to a common factor (e.g., uncertain sound speed at the
array). As the elevation angle # is restricted to 690 , an ordinary inverse tangent is sufficient for solving Eq. (5).
The minimal number of hydrophones to form a volumetric array is 4 which allows to form N ¼ 6 different hydrophone

FIG. 2. Multi-channel arrival of a Cuvier’s beaked whale click as recorded
by the CPAM. (left) Direct arrival, (right) surface reflected signal.
Hydrophones 1 and 2 are from array one (starboard), 3 and 4 from second
array (port-side), 5 and 6 from top array. Hydrophones with odd numbers
are in front of the hydrophones with even numbers.
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pairs. While direction finding could be done with only 3 hydrophone pairs, the use of all 6 different combinations should
improve the performance, as the impact of measurement errors
is reduced. This is reflected by the least-mean-square notation
in Eq. (1). Also, using all possible hydrophone pairs puts the
reference location of the array automatically in the center of
the array eliminating the need for a selection of a reference
hydrophone.
A volumetric array with 6 hydrophones allows the formation of N ¼ 15 different pairs of hydrophones. The
CPAM, as used in 2011 and from which Fig. 2 results, featured 6 hydrophones in 3 line arrays and therefore Eq. (1)
will later be used with N ¼ 15 different hydrophone pairs.

As with all matrix inversions, a solution does not exist if
the matrix is singular, that is, if
4h sin #0 ¼ 2ðcsS Þ;

which would correspond to an infinite range and depth
estimate.
The presence of the matrix singularity constrains the
allowed surface reflection delays to
2h sin #0 < ðcsS Þ < 2h sin #S  2h;

Once the arrival angles of the sound are estimated, it may
under certain conditions be possible to estimate the location of
the sound source. For this to succeed one needs further information. Using an underwater towed array, this can be provided
by the surface reflection of the arriving sound. Figure 3 illustrates the concept. Sound is emitted at location W and received
at hydrophone H, whereby the sound follows two paths, the
short direct path W-H and the longer path W-A-H. For deep
diving whales the arrival angle of the direct path is usually
negative (#0 < 0), i.e., whale below the hydrophone, but all
surface reflections arrive at the hydrophone from above
(#S > 0). It should be intuitive from Fig. 3 that #S is always
greater than the magnitude of #0 , that is #S > j#0 j.
Assuming a constant sound speed c, one obtains an estimate of animal depth d and range R0 by the following matrix
equation (Zimmer, 2011, p. 209)
d
R0




¼

1
4h

sin#0
2ðcsS Þ

1 

C. Ray-trace ranging

Geometric ranging [Eq. (6)] can only be applied if the
sound speed is constant throughout the water column. In all
other cases, where the sound speed varies as a function of
depth, Eq. (6) will result in erroneous range and depth estimates of the sound source. In such cases it is better to estimate the location of the sound source by means of ray
tracing.
Ray tracing is based on the observation that rays bend as
a function of the sound speed gradient. Assuming a horizontally layered ocean and linear variation of the sound speed
within each layer, one formulates
cðzÞ ¼ cðzi Þ þ gi ðz  zi Þ;

(9)

for zi  z < ziþ1 and constant sound-speed gradient gi .
To implement ray tracing, one first uses Snell’s law on
refraction to define a constant ray parameter f by



h
;
ðcsS Þ2

(8)

whereby the equal sign of the last constraint holds for sounds
that are generated just at or directly below the hydrophone,
i.e., when ðd  hÞ ¼ R0 , or #0 ¼ #S ¼ 90  .

B. Geometric localization



(7)

(6)

f¼

where #0 is the elevation angle of the direct sound arrival, h
is the hydrophone depth (h < 0), and sS is the delay between
the direct and surface reflected arrival of the same signal.

cos #ðzÞ cos #ðhÞ
¼
¼ const;
cðzÞ
cðhÞ

(10)

where #ðhÞ is the elevation angle of the ray at hydrophone
depth and cðhÞ is the associated sound speed.
The propagation of rays in a piecewise linear sound
speed profile is straight forward and may, for example, be
found in Jensen et al. (2011, p. 208ff). For a ray traveling
from depth zi to ziþ1 the horizontal distance is estimated by
ð ziþ1
cos #ðzÞ
dz
xiþ1 ¼ xi þ
zi sin #ðzÞ
¼

1
½sin #ðziþ1 Þ  sin #ðzi Þ
fgi

and the travel time becomes
ð ziþ1
dz
tiþ1 ¼ ti þ
cðzÞsin
#ðzÞ
zi


1
1 þ sin #ðzi Þ cos #ðziþ1 Þ
¼  ln
:
gi
cos #ðzi Þ 1 þ sin #ðziþ1 Þ

FIG. 3. Schematic for range and depth estimation in case of constant sound
speed. S indicates the surface, and B denotes the bottom. h is the hydrophone depth, d is the whale depth. W is the source and H is the hydrophone
location, while Hv is the virtual hydrophone location resulting in a path
length Hv-W that is equal to the surface reflected path H-A-W. #0 is the elevation angle of the direct path (here negative) and #S is the elevation angle
of the surface reflected path as seen on the hydrophone location H.

(11)

(12)

The integration over all layers may then be carried out by
summing the integrals of the individual layers
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Reðxiþ1  xi Þ

(13)

Reðtiþ1  ti Þ:

(14)

This procedure results for given hydrophone depth h and ray
parameter fD of the direct path in a one-dimensional array
that associates for each whale depth zm ðfS Þ a time delay for
the surface reflection Dt m ðfS Þ. Given a measured time delay
sS one may then obtain the whale depth by linear interpolation. The horizontal distance is then obtained by virtue of
Eq. (19) where the whale depth zm ðfS Þ is related to the whale
distance Xm ðfD ; hÞ. This results in another linear interpolation where one obtains the whale distance as a function of
whale depth.

i¼0

Tn ðfÞ ¼

n1
X
i¼0

By convention, the sums run from the surface to the nth layer
at depth zn and are dependent on the ray parameter f, which
is defined using the sound speed and the arrival angle at the
hydrophone depth. As the arrival angle is used within a cosine function, the ray parameter is insensitive to the sign of
the arrival angle, that is, there is no difference for downward
or upward rays. This simplifies ray-tracing and makes the
presented approach computational efficient.
Equations (13) and (14) are considering only the real
part of the integrals to address cases, where the ray does not
reach the depth ziþ1 because it turned earlier into the opposite direction. In the following, it is implicitly assumed that
rays that connect hydrophones and whales are independent
of the direction of sound, that is, receiver and transmitter
may always be exchanged, that is, it is legitimate to assume
that the acoustic rays start at the hydrophone and arrive at
the whale, while the sound in reality travels from the whale
to the hydrophone.
As all rays in Eqs. (13) and (14) are assumed to originate at the surface; one obtains direct or surface reflected
rays that initiate at the hydrophone by subtracting or adding
the surface-to-hydrophone part of the rays. Let Xn ðfD ; hÞ
denote the horizontal distance traveled by the direct ray from
the hydrophone depth h to layer n and Xn ðfS ; hÞ be the horizontal distance traveled by the surface reflected ray from
hydrophone depth h over the surface to layer n
Xn ðfD ; hÞ ¼ Xn ðfD Þ  Xh ðfD Þ

(15)

Xn ðfS ; hÞ ¼ Xn ðfS Þ þ Xh ðfS Þ

(16)

III. EXAMPLE

The following example is presented to demonstrate in
more detail the different steps the ray-trace ranging method
and to support the performance discussion. The example is
based on the sound speed profile measured during Sirena11
and on the measured arrival angle and surface reflection
delay that describe the Zc click of Fig. 2. In particular, a
measured arrival angle of 35.5 and a hydrophone depth of
123.7 m are assumed.
All surface reflected rays (gray thin lines in Fig. 4) are
plotted in steps of 10 for angles that exceed in magnitude
the arrival angle of the direct sound path (black line in Fig.
4). The black circles indicate the location (depth and distance) where the direct ray intersects the surface reflected
ray paths, that is, where a sound source could be located
[i.e., Eq. (19)]. The ensemble of these crossing points provides now a functional relationship between the distance and
depth of sound sources. This functional relationship is augmented by the corresponding time delays between the surface reflected and direct ray paths [Eq. (20)].
Figure 5 shows, on the left the sound speed profile and
on the right the functional relationship between all possible
sound source locations (dashed gray) and the associated time
delays (thin black). Both distance and time delay are plotted
as functions of depth suggesting the following procedure for
ray-trace ranging: Given a measured time delay, here
sS ¼ 0.1004 s, one obtains first a depth of 1235 m from timedelay curve (solid line) and subsequently one finds a distance

and let Tn ðfD ; hÞ and Tn ðfS ; hÞ be the corresponding travel
time estimates
T n ðfD ; hÞ ¼ Tn ðfD Þ  Th ðfD Þ

(17)

Tn ðfS ; hÞ ¼ Tn ðfS Þ þ Th ðfS Þ;

(18)

where the subscript h indicate rays from the surface to the
depth of the hydrophone, then Eqs. (15)–(18) describe the
rays that originate at the hydrophone.
Varying now the ray parameter fS of the surface
reflected ray one finds a depth zm ðfS Þ where both rays intersect, that is, where the horizontal distances of the direct ray
the surface reflected rays become equal
Xm ðfS ; hÞ ¼ Xm ðfD ; hÞ:

(19)

The resulting surface delay is then the time difference
between the two rays at the depth of intersection
Dtm ðfS Þ ¼ Tm ðfS ; hÞ  Tm ðfD ; hÞ:

FIG. 4. Selected ray traces where the sound source is below the hydrophone.
The thick line is the direct path, the thin lines are the surface reflected paths
varying from 40 to 80 (from right to left). The dots mark the crossings
direct path and surface reflected paths.

(20)
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FIG. 5. Visualization of the ray-race ranging for measured time delay of surface reflection ( sS ¼ 0.1004 s). The sound speed profile is shown on the left side
where the measured part is emphasized in black and the extrapolated part is shown in gray. The circle indicates the sound speed at the hydrophone depth. The
time-delay to depth functionality is shown on the right side as a solid-dotted line (increasing to the right) and the depth to distance function is given as a
dashed-dotted line (linearly decreasing to the right). The dots in both curves correspond to the crossings (dots) in Fig. 4. The thick black line in the right panel
describes the ranging process and is described in more detail in the text.

of 1580 m from the distance curve (dashed line). In summary, with the measured sound speed profile, an arrival
angle of 35.5 of the direct path, a hydrophone depth of
123.7 m and a surface reflection delay of sS ¼ 0.1004 s, the
animal is estimated to be at a depth of 1235 m and a horizontal distance 1580 m.

whereas its variation is due to uncertainties in the angle
estimations.
After defining the direct arrivals of interest, all trailing
detections with positive elevation angles were considered as
potential surface reflections. Figure 7 shows these potential
time delays as a function of click times. One may note from
Fig. 7 that 14 potential surface reflections fall inside the
allowed time span as given by Eq. (8) (i.e., 94.7 to 164 ms)
and that all these 14 detections cluster around 100.69 ms,
that is, they can be considered to be valid surface reflections
and therefore marked by circles. From Fig. 7, one may also
note that the measured travel time delays are close to the
lower side of the allowed time span, indicating that one
should expect range estimates that are large compared to the
hydrophone depth. As multiple animals tend to forage at different locations, they will cluster in Figs. 6 and 7 at different
angles and time delays allowing the separations of different
individuals.

IV. LOCALIZATION OF A SEQUENCE OF ZC CLICKS

In the following, both the geometric and the ray-tracing
ranging method will be applied to a sequence of Zc clicks
recorded during Sirena11 and some critical issues that may
arise during this type of localization will be discussed. This
click sequence is contained in 7.5 s worth of data recorded
on 8 December 2012 around 21:00. About 30 detections
occurred, 16 of which had negative elevation angles, but
only 14 detections formed a confined cluster and were kept
for further processing. Figure 6 shows the elevation-azimuth
plot of all detections where the 14 detections of interest are
marked in solid black. The cluster of gray dots above the
black dots is mainly generated by the surface reflections,

FIG. 7. Inter detection delays. Marked by circles are 14 detections that qualify for surface reflection clustering around 100.69 ms. The delay axis is limited to allowed delay values as given by Eq. (8).

FIG. 6. Elevation-Azimuth plot of angle of arrivals. In dark are the 14 detections that can be considered to result from the animal of interest.
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 @f 
 @f 
 
  jD#0 j þ  @f   jDhj;
Df ¼    jDsS j þ 

@h
@sS
@#0

These 14 pairs of elevation angles and surface reflection
delays were then used together with the array depth to estimate the ranges of the individual clicks. Figure 8 shows the
result of the range estimations. Both methods, geometric and
ray-trace ranging, were carried out. One may note that both
methods provide comparable results where the ray-tracing
based range estimate (black dots in Fig. 8) resulted in somewhat shallower depth and shorter distance estimates. To generate the geometric ranging result in Fig. 8, an effective
sound speed of 1516.8 m/s was used, which corresponds to
the mean sound speed above the hydrophone. The geometric
method overestimates the depth and range of the whale by
about 20% and to obtain comparable depth and distance estimates, the effective sound speed must be increased by 0.7%
to 1527.4 m/s.
Figure 8 may also be interpreted to indicate that even
at distances of about 1500 m (slant ranges of about 2 km)
ray bending may already become significant. This is supported by the observation from Fig. 4 that for extreme
ranges, that is, for ranges where the expected range is much
larger than the hydrophone depth, the direct and surface
reflected rays cross with a small angle, that is, they run
over a longer distance nearly parallel. Any ray bending will
influence the direct path more than the steeper surface
reflected path, shortening significantly the distance where
both rays cross.
The relative scatter in depth and distance estimation is
for both cases around 7% suggesting that observed variation
will be proportional to the distance between whale and
hydrophones, or that the relative scatter of both methods is
nearly equal.

(21)

where f is the quantity of interest (distance X or depth z), c is
the sound speed, h is the hydrophone depth, #0 is the arrival
angle of the direct path, and sS is the time delay of the surface reflection.
Differentiating the distance and time-delay functions
that are visualized in Fig. 5 with respect to the parameters
sS , #0 , and h, one obtains the sensitivity of the range and
depth estimation as function of errors in time-delay estimation, direct ray arrival angle and hydrophone depth.
Assuming the same arrival angle, time delay and hydrophone depth as used in Fig. 5, one obtains the following sensitivities: Sensitivity of depth estimation with respect to
surface reflection delay error, 195.8 m/ms; with respect to
angle estimation error, 438 m/  ; or with respect to hydrophone depth error, 164.5 m/m. Obviously, these values are
for the scenario of Fig. 8 and different datasets may result in
different values.
From Figs. 6 and 7 one notes an elevation error of 0.22
and a time delay error of 0.28 ms; while one may deduce
from Fig. 9 an error in depth estimation of 0.005 m (0.005
dBar). Combining the measurement errors Eq. (21) results to
a total error of 152 m; this may be considered a reasonable
upper bound of the observed error in depth estimation (70 m
in Fig. 8). The contribution from the different parameters are
36% for the time delay estimation, 63% from the arrival
angle estimation, and <1% from the depth estimation. These
values indicate that the estimation error of the array depth
alone does not contribute very much to the total error in the
estimation of the whale depth.

V. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The accuracy of the localization method can be estimated with the total error differential of the distance and
depth functions (e.g., Aubauer et al., 2000), which is the
sum of the partial derivatives of all variables multiplied by
the errors of the individual variables (Bronstein and
Semendjajew, 1983).

FIG. 9. Non acoustic data: heading, pitch and roll of array, measured in
degrees, and water pressure, measured in dBar. In gray are the measurements and in black are the cubic interpolations. The standard deviation values are based on the difference between measured and approximated values.

FIG. 8. Ranging of the 14 Zc clicks for which surface reflections could be
obtained. The geometric ranging (in gray) was plotted for an effective sound
speed of 1516.8 m/s. The ray-tracing result is shown in black.
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are relatively easily identified, mainly by the negative elevation angles of their direct sound arrivals, especially if the
hydrophone array is placed at an appropriate depth. CMRE
has developed the CPAM, a volumetric array of 6 hydrophones that can be towed at a depth of over 100 m, making it
suitable to detect, classify, and localize Cuvier’s beaked
whales. The ranging method presented here consists of
three-dimensional direction finding and two types of range
estimation, one based on simple geometry, the other one on
ray-tracing. For short distances, as is the case for beaked
whale detections, both methods provide similar results, but
the geometric ranging method requires the estimation of an
effective sound speed, which normally is not available and
may not easily be obtained in oceans with variable sound
speed profiles. While the implementation of both methods is
straightforward, the simplicity of the ray-tracing method
suggests this method as an efficient way to incorporate ray
bending. Also, the geometric ranging seems always to overestimate range and depth of vocalizing whales, as it ignores
ray bending.
The presented ray-tracing method has some similarity
with the method presented by Thode (2004), who used raytracing to track sperm whales. Both methods use ray-tracing
to localize acoustic pulses, but the methods differ in the
details of their implementation. Thode (2004) computed the
travel times, elevation angles, and surface delay values
produced by a set of sound sources placed along a grid of
horizontal distances and depths. He carried out a twodimensional grid search over range and depth for the three
quantities of interest: Horizontal distance, elevation angle,
and surface reflection time delay. Thode (2004) did not present the mathematical formulas he used for ray tracing, but
one could assume them to be identical or similar to the one
presented here. The problem Thode (2004) was faced with
regarded the variable geometry of the arrays he was using.
The use a compact volumetric array for direction finding
simplifies the ranging method significantly and allows the
estimate of range and depth with three simple onedimensional interpolations, as arrival angles are estimated
independently from the ranging method.
As to be expected, the quality of ranging methods
depends on the quality of the input parameters: arrival angle,
surface-reflection delay and hydrophone depth, especially
for distances that exceed significantly the base-line aperture
of twice the hydrophone depth. Both, the geometric ranging
and the ray-tracing method suffer in similar ways from errors
in these input parameters, whereby ray-tracing asks also for
good knowledge about the sound speed profile. Reducing
errors that are due to inadequate array-orientation estimates
could help to improve the maximal useful ranging distance.
Increasing the hydrophone depth could help to reduce the
influence of the arrival angle estimates on the range estimate.
However, this option has its limitation as with increasing
hydrophone depth, the surface reflections tend to become
weaker and more difficult to identify. Nevertheless, the quality of the acoustic and non-acoustic measurements of
CMRE’s CPAM was sufficient to result in a relative location
error of less than 10%, which seems acceptable for most
applications, especially when the locations are subsequently

Figure 8 shows that for the given scenario, all the scatter
is along the direct sound path, indicating that the arrival
angle estimation of the direct sound is too precise to explain
the scatter in Fig. 8 leaving errors in surface delay estimation
as the most likely cause of the observed scatter in Fig. 8.
This conclusion is supported by Fig. 6 where one may
note that while the estimation quality of the arrival angles of
the direct path seem satisfactory, the estimated arrival angles
of the corresponding surface reflections scatter significantly.
This is an indication that the exact arrival times of surface
reflections are more difficult to obtain than the arrival times
of the direct sound. This is underpinned by the observation
from Fig. 2 that surface reflections are much longer than the
signals of the direct arrival and have different amplitude patterns, which is equivalent to the statement that the surface
reflections of this example do not only not correlate very
well with the signal of the direct path, but also do not correlate among each other. This is what one expects in situations
of somewhat elevated sea states where the surface roughness
introduces multiple reflection points that vary randomly in
depth and location resulting in statistical variations of surface reflected travel times and impeding precise estimation
of the surface reflection time delay.
The presented sensitivity analysis addresses only the
variability in the data, because the lack of knowledge about
the real whale hydrophone geometry inhibits an assessment
of the absolute error. This analysis assumes also that the
observed variation in location of Fig. 8 is not due to changes
in relative geometry, which can be excluded according to the
following argument. As the maximal relative speed between
ship and animal in this example should be less than 4 m/s
(2.5 m/s ship speed and, say 1.5 m/s animal speed) the maximal closing or opening range over a period of 7 s would be
30 m, which is much less than the 335 m scatter shown in
Fig. 8.
While the time delays were estimated using only acoustic data, arrival angles, although originating also from acoustic data, have to be corrected with measurements of the array
orientation, and errors in these measurements have a potential negative impact on the ranging performance.
Figure 9 shows the non-acoustic data for the 7 s during
which the detections in Fig. 8 were made and that were used
to correct the acoustically obtained signal orientation angles.
The array depth was estimated from the measured water
pressure and any error in this transformation would result in
a common bias and not in the observed scatter. As the measured non-acoustic data turned out to be very noisy, they
were approximated by cubic polygons. Figure 9 shows both
the measurements and the interpolated values. The cubic
approximation was chosen as it resulted in the lowest standard deviation for the estimation of the direct arrival angle
(Fig. 6).
VI. SUMMARY

The present work describes the use of a towed volumetric array to estimate the range and depth of echolocating
Cuvier’s beaked whales. These animals are known to echolocate at depth with short ultra-sonic sounds and consequently
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